In this paper we describe an approach to implementing atomicity. Atomicity requires that computations appear to be all-or-nothing and executed in a serialization order. The approach we describe has three characteristics. First, it utilizes the semantics of an application to improve concurrency. Second, it reduces the complexity of application-dependent synchronization code by analyzing the process of writing it. Third, our approach hides the protocol used to arrive at a serialization order from the applications. As a result, different protocols can be used without affecting the applications. Our approach uses a history abstraction. The history captures the ordering relationship among concurrent computations. By determining what types of computations exist in the history and their parameters, a computation can determine whether it can proceed.
INTRODUCTION AND MOTIVATION

.l Atomicity and Concurrency Control
Atomicity [14, 18, 20, 27 , 301 has been accepted as a powerful and intuitive concept to control the complexity of concurrency and recovery. In a system supporting atomicity, computations are executed as atomic transactions, which are failure atomic and serialized. Failure atomicity means that the outcome of a transaction is either committed or aborted: either all of a transaction is executed or it appears that none of it has been. Serialized transactions means that transactions appear to execute serially in a global serialization order, even though they may be overlapped in actual execution. A concurrency control algorithm is needed to ensure serializability.
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To copy otherwise, or to republish, requires a fee and/or specific permission. algorithms [5, 141. Many systems that employ these algorithms have been successfully implemented [ 1, 17, 19, 291 . Using these systems is relatively simple: a programmer is only required to specify the boundaries of an atomic transaction. Concurrency control is performed transparently by the system. As a result, substituting one concurrency control algorithm for another does not affect the application programs.
In many concurrency control algorithms, a system is modeled as a collection of objects on which read and write operations are performed. The model imposes a limit to concurrency because, to guarantee failure atomicity, an object written by an incomplete transaction cannot have its new value read by other transactions until the incomplete transaction is committed. Similarly, to guarantee serializability, for every transaction T intending to write a new value, the system must ensure that the new value is not read by other transactions that are serialized before T.
Concurrency Bottlenecks and Long Transactions
This concurrency limit becomes a problem, especially in systems with localized concurrency bottlenecks (hotspots) [13, 261 and systems with long transactions [23, 241 . Long transactions can be caused by human interactions or other forms of I/O activity (e.g., communicating over a long-haul network) in the midst of a computation. As we expect the scope of a distributed computer system to expand, the designers of such systems would have less control over the type and speed of the equipment used. They should be prepared to deal with potentially long transactions created by the use of slower components.
Transactions can also appear to be long simply because the amount of required computation is large relative to the transaction interarrival times. In this sense, transactions in a system with hotspots can be viewed as long transactions.
Some may suggest that concurrency problems caused by long transactions be solved by dividing each long transaction into several short ones. However, this solution defeats the purpose of having transactions in the first place. With each long transaction divided into a sequence of short ones, two sequences of short transactions from two different long transactions can now appear to be interleaved. Furthermore, it is also possible that only a portion of a sequence of short transactions may be completed before it is interrupted by a failure. Unless such interleavings and partial completions are permissible, the application must now provide the necessary synchronization and recovery. In essence, the application becomes more complicated, which is exactly what we are trying to avoid with the use of transactions in the first place. Consequently, the need to divide long transactions into short ones should be viewed as an indication that better concurrency control algorithms are needed, rather than as a solution to long transactions.
Using Semantics in Transactions
Many researchers [ll, 12,13,24,26,28,31] have suggested utilizing the semantics of an application to increase concurrency. For example, two transactions that increment some kind of counter object can proceed concurrently because increments are commutative. Moreover, an increment operation does not really read l Tony P. Ng the value of the counter at a logical level, although, at a lower level, a read operation may be needed. A transaction should be able to increment the counter object even when the previous transaction that increments the counter is still uncommitted.
Unfortunately, introducing application semantics has two drawbacks. First, it makes writing applications with atomic transactions more complicated. For example, to capture application semantics, some researchers have extended read/write locks to logical locks [28, 311 . "Increment locks" that do not conflict with one another can be used in the example above when an increment operation is invoked. The programmer must provide a lock compatibility matrix. Second, it is not clear how an application program can be written without exposing unnecessary details of the underlying concurrency control algorithm. An essential component of a concurrency control algorithm is its serialization protocol, which determines the serialization order. For example, the serialization order is determined by the order of commitment in two-phase locking' and the order of timestamps in timestamp-ordering algorithms [25] . Many other serialization protocols are possible, such as using the timestamps at which transactions begin to serialize read-only transactions, and order of commitment to serialize update transactions [5] . In some optimistic concurrency control algorithms [9] , the serialization order is determined by the order of transactions in a dependency graph. The serialization protocol is crucial, as it determines many characteristics of the concurrency control algorithm, such as whether deadlocks are possible and the performance of different classes of transactions. Since no serialization protocol is strictly better than the others [31] , it is desirable that the serialization protocol be hidden from the application. It enables one protocol to be substituted by another easily as the application changes. Unfortunately, this is not true with current semantics-based concurrency control algorithms. For example, in approaches using logical locks, the application programmer is aware of the underlying two-phase locking algorithm, and hence its serialization protocol. Changing the serialization protocol is not straightforward and requires rewriting the application programs. Perhaps even worse, it requires familiarizing the application programmers with a new algorithm.
The goal of this paper is to deal with these two problems using a history abstraction as the basis for synchronization and recovery. We will show how type-dependent synchronization and recovery code can be written without exposing the underlying serialization protocol. Since the history abstraction does not expose how the serialization order is arrived at, different implementations can use different serialization protocols. Changing the serialization protocol in the internal implementation of the history abstraction does not affect the typedependent synchronization and recovery code written using the abstraction. Figure 1 illustrates the layering proposed in this paper.
The complexity issue is dealt with in several ways. First, we follow the approach in [31] to structure shared data as atomic data types. An object of an atomic type appears to execute operations invoked by committed transactions in the global serialization order. Using atomic types has the advantage that complexity is confined within the type implementation.
An application can start with a simple implementation of an atomic type that uses simple read/write locks. When concurrency is found to be a bottleneck, a more complicated implementation that utilizes the semantics of that type can be substituted. The substitution does not affect any code that uses objects of that type. Nor does the substitution affect any other atomic types. In other words, the type interface provides a firewall to the complexity of the type implementation.
Second, we argue that the process of utilizing type semantics in an implementation is not an ad hoc one but, rather, follows a structured pattern. Consequently, even though each type may have different semantics, writing type-dependent synchronization and recovery code and arguing about its correctness are simplified.
We also argue that our method allows more concurrency than existing semantics-based concurrency control algorithms. The rest of this paper is organized as follows.
Section 2 describes our system model. Since type semantics is needed in our solution, we also describe how it can be specified using informal specifications.
Section 3 gives an overview of our paradigm for synchronization. Section 4 describes the interface of the history abstraction provided to support our synchronization paradigm. Section 5 is a simple example illustrating our paradigm. To facilitate comparison with related work, we use a bank account type. However, the work described in this paper can be used for any other types, such as queues, tables, and so on. Section 6 improves on the example in Section 5 by providing more concurrency. Section 7 discusses how to deal with operations that cannot proceed immediately for synchronization reasons. Section 8 evaluates the performance of the mechanisms described in this paper. We argue that though they are slightly more expensive than a simple read/write lock mechanism, the overhead is small enough to be justified in return for the extra concurrency.
Section 9 contrasts related work.
SYSTEM MODEL AND SPECIFICATION OF SEMANTICS
In this paper, a system is modeled as a collection of atomic objects [31] . These objects may reside on different machines. Each atomic object supports a set of operations, each of which may in turn invoke operations of (other) atomic objects. A transaction consists of a collection of operations invoked at different atomic objects. At the end of a transaction, either commit or abort operations will be invoked on all the objects visited by the transaction. We assume that some mechanism is provided in our system to guarantee that this last step will be completed for every transaction despite failures [14] . The commit and abort operations are supported by every atomic object so that it can be informed of the outcome of the transaction. As part of concurrency control, atomic objects follow a serialization protocol, which determines a global serialization order of the transactions. The atomicity of transactions is ensured by having each atomic object maintain the appearance that operations are executed in the global serialization order and only by committed transactions.
In order to utilize type semantics to increase concurrency, we need to specify the semantics of a type when there is no concurrency or failures. Similar to the approach used in Weihl's thesis [31] , we specify the semantics of an atomic object informally using a state machine. An atomic object is specified with four components:
(1) a set of possible states, (2) an initial state, (3) a set of possible transitions, and (4) rules that determine how the states of the atomic object are changed by the transitions.
A transition corresponds to an operation invoked at the atomic object and the result returned.2 For example, the specification of a bank account object may look like the following: deposit-x-okay, withdraw-x-okay, withdraw-x-insuf, read-balance-x Rules for state changes:
where s is the current state of the state machine, x is any nonnegative real number, and N is a function defining how state changes in the state machine with each incoming transition. Notice that N is a partial function, since for some pairs of state s and transition t, N(s, t) is undefined.
The bank account object supports three operations:
The deposit operation takes one argument of type real, which is represented by the symbol x, and adds that amount to the balance. It always returns okay, which means that the operation is successfully performed. ' The specification has incorporated the result returned by an operation as part of the transition, rather than as an output caused by the transition. This is merely a notational convenience. 
withdraw:
The withdraw operation also takes one argument (x). It may return okay or insuf, depending on whether there are sufficient funds in the account to cover the withdrawal. read-balance: The read-balance operation returns the current balance, which is represented by the symbol x.
When there is no concurrency (i.e., transactions are executed serially) or failures in the system, an implementation of an object meets the specification as long as any transition sequence that it generates in response to invoked operations is valid. A transition sequence is valid if it causes the state machine to go from the initial state to one of the possible states. For example, in the bank account example above, the sequence (deposit-SO-okay, withdraw-20~insuf ) is invalid:
The specification models our expectation that withdrawing $20 should not return with insufficient funds after we have deposited $30.
When there are concurrency and failures in the system, instead of considering the actual transition sequence generated by an atomic object, we should consider a hypothetical sequence that consists only of committed transitions and is ordered according to the global serialization order. We call this hypothetical sequence the serialized sequence. An implementation of an atomic object is considered to meet the specification if the serialized sequence it generates is valid. The order of the actual transition sequence is immaterial. As long as the serialized sequence is guaranteed to be valid, an atomic type implementation can execute as many operations concurrently as possible, without waiting for any of them to be committed or aborted.
For example, suppose (deposit-l O-okay, withdraw_40_insuf, deposit-50-okay) is the actual transition sequence generated. Furthermore, suppose the transaction that executed the first deposit transition is eventually aborted, and the transaction that executed the second deposit transition is serialized before the transaction that executed the withdraw transition. The serialized sequence would be (deposit_50_okay, withdraw-40~insuf
). As it is invalid, the implementation does not meet the specification. Since aborted transitions are left out in all atomic objects, a correct implementation appears to be failure atomic. Since all atomic objects follow the same serialization order, transactions appear to execute serially in that order. We will describe how to write atomic type implementations that meet their specifications while providing high concurrency. 
Explicit Synchronization and Simple Recovery
In many systems that support atomic transactions, synchronization is transparent [19, 291. An account object like the one described above is typically implemented with a mutable location that contains a real number. A deposit or withdraw operation is implemented with a read and a write operation on the location. Synchronization is performed transparently during the read and write operations. For example, a read lock and a write lock associated with the location can be acquired.
Similar to the work in [15] and [31] , synchronization is explicit in our approach. The state of an atomic object is represented as a history (log) of previously executed transitions3
The execution of an operation on the atomic object is implemented as an addition to this collection of transitions. Explicit synchronization is needed before the addition to determine whether the current operation can proceed immediately or has to be retried. The goal of the synchronization is to decide whether the serialized sequence generated at this atomic object is still valid after the new transition is added. Information kept in the history of previously invoked transitions is used to make that decision.
Note that since a system typically has many atomic objects, and each atomic object is represented by a history object, there are many history objects in the system. Although each atomic object uses its own history object for synchronization, transactions that access multiple atomic objects are serialized because all history objects share the same global serialization order and transaction outcomes.
Recovery is rather simple in our approach. A transaction can be aborted simply by deleting its transition(s) from the history object. No further recovery is necessary. When a machine on which an atomic object resides crashes, we assume that a consistent copy of the history object can be recovered from stable storage. A copy is considered to be consistent if (1) it contains the effects of operations invoked by committed transactions; and (2) it does not contain the effects of partially completed update operations on the history object.
The first condition can be achieved easily by writing the contents of the history object to stable storage atomically when a transaction commits. 4 The second condition can be achieved by making sure that copying the history object to stable storage and updating it in volatile memory are mutually exclusive. A simple lock can be used. The lock is held for a relatively short period of time because the copy to stable memory and update operations are short. In particular, the lock does not have to be held for the length of a transaction. After a machine crash, recovery proceeds by retrieving the copy from stable storage and deleting transitions that belong to uncommitted transactions.
The following is a simplified outline of the recovery code and the code for a typical operation of an atomic object. Given that synchronization is really preserving a valid serialized sequence, the synchronization problem is trivial if each atomic object has complete knowledge of the serialization order and transaction outcomes. In other words, the atomic object has complete knowledge of the serialized sequence. When a new operation is invoked, an implementation for an atomic object will simply return a result such that the resultant serialized sequence is valid. For example, if an account object implementation has complete knowledge of the serialized sequence, a read-balance operation would never be delayed, as the balance can be determined by adding/subtracting the deposits/withdrawals before the read-balance in the serialized sequence.
Unfortunately, this is not the case, as incomplete transactions can either commit or abort, and some serialization protocols, such as the one used in twophase locking, do not determine the serialization ordering between two transactions until they commit. In other words, there may be many different possible serialized sequences. In fact, the number of possible serialized sequences grows exponentially with the number of uncommitted transitions. For two uncommitted transitions tl and t2, there are five possible serialized sequences if their serialization order is also not known:
(0, (tl), (t2), (C w, (a tl)l
The atomic object may not know which is the right one. Concurrency is lost because this knowledge is lacking. More formally, we can capture the knowledge possessed by an atomic object on a set of unaborted transitions T as a triple (T, C, 0) where -C C T is the set of committed transitions. In other words, T -C is the set of transitions whose outcome has not been found out by the atomic object. -0 & T X T such that (tl, t2) E 0 if the atomic object knows that tl is serialized before t2.
We assume that there exists some form of mechanism through which an atomic object may acquire such knowledge. For example, a commit protocol [14] can be used in a distributed system to inform atomic objects of transaction outcomes. How serialization ordering is known depends on the serialization protocol. In a timestamp-ordering algorithm, transitions are invoked with their serialization order timestamps. Thus the atomic object knows the ordering between any pair of invoked transitions. If the serialization order is determined by the order of commitment, the atomic object knows the serialization order between tl and t2 only if they are both committed, or if tl is committed and tz is invoked at a later time (thus tz would only be committed at an even later time). Given (T, C, O), a sequence S is a possible serialized sequence if
(1) C c elements(S) C T, where elements(S) is the set of transitions in S; and (2) if (tl, t2) E 0 and tl, t2 E elements(S), then tl is ordered before t2 in S.
In the account object example, a read-balance operation cannot proceed if the atomic object is uncertain whether a previously invoked mutator transition will be ordered before the read-balance. It cannot make a random local choice on the order because other atomic objects may make a different choice. The same global serialization order must be preserved across all atomic objects.
Fortunately, in many situations, the semantics of an application allow an implementation to return a result, even though there are many possible serialized sequences. For such a result to be returned, each of the possible serialized sequences after the new transition is added must be valid.
An Example
To illustrate with an example, consider an account object that has processed a committed deposit operation that deposited $100 and a withdraw operation that withdrew $40. The transaction that invoked the withdraw operation is incomplete. Suppose another withdraw operation that tries to withdraw $50 is invoked. Furthermore, suppose the account object knows that the deposit operation is serialized before the two withdraw operations, but the serialization ordering between the two withdraw operations is unknown. The set of possible serialized sequences are Normally, if we use two-phase locking with read/write locks, the second withdraw operation will be delayed because each withdraw operation has to acquire a write lock. However, since there is always enough money to cover both withdrawals in all the possible serialized sequences, an okay response can be returned immediately in an implementation that utilizes type semantics. In other words, all the possible serialized sequences that include a withdraw-50-okay transition are valid.
Similarly, if the second withdraw operation tries to withdraw more than $100, an insuf response can be returned immediately, as there is insufficient money to cover the second withdrawal in any possible serialized sequence. If the second withdraw operation tries to withdraw, say $70, it will be delayed. This is because whether the withdrawal will succeed depends on whether the first withdraw operation will commit. In other words, regardless of whether a withdraw-70-okay transition or a transition is added, some of the possible resultant serialized sequences are invalid. Consequently, neither the okay response nor the insuf response can be returned immediately.
Two Synchronization Requirements
From our example above, we see that the required synchronization involves finding a result to a newly invoked operation such that all possible resultant serialized sequences are valid. In order to analyze this process, we classify the possible transitions of an atomic object into observer transitions and mutator transitions. An observer transition allows information to be derived about the state of the object (i.e., at least two different results can be returned to this transition's operation, depending on the state of the object). For example, the read-balance and withdraw transitions are observer transitions (the latter allows the caller to determine whether the balance is more than the amount to be withdrawn). A mutator transition t changes the state of the object (i.e., N(s, t) = s' such that s # s '). For example, the transitions deposit-x-okay and withdrawx-okay are mutator transitions. A transition can be both a mutator and an observer. An observer transition ti has a valid observation with respect to a sequence tl, t2 . . . ti . . . t, of transitions if N(. . . N(N(1, ti), t2), . . . , ti) # I, where I is the initial state and N is the state transition function. If each of the observer transitions in a sequence Q has a valid observation with respect to Q, Q will be valid also.
Two synchronization requirements have to be met before a result can be returned to an operation (i.e., a new transition can be added). The first requirement applies when the new transition is an observer, the second if the transition is a mutator. In the first requirement, the new observer transition must have a valid observation with respect to any possible serialized sequence. For example, in order to return okay to a withdraw operation (withdraw-x-okay is an observer), we must make sure that there is enough money to cover this withdrawal (the observation of this transition is valid). This requirement corresponds to the VERIFY statement in O'Neil's escrow mechanism [24] . The account implementation must verify that there is at least $x in the account for any possible serialized sequence.
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The second requirement applies when the new transition to be added is a mutator. In this case, for each possible serialized sequence Q, each observer transition serialized after the new mutator transition must have a valid observation with respect to Q. In the withdraw example above, since withdraw-x-okay is also a mutator, we must guarantee that there is still enough money to cover other withdrawals serialized after this one. A similar guarantee is provided in O'Neil's escrow mechanism. Synchronization can be viewed as enumerating all the possible serialized sequences and testing the two requirements.
These two requirements are sufficient: if all the original possible serialized sequences are valid, then so are all the possible resultant serialized sequences. Suppose one of the resultant serialized sequence T is invalid. Furthermore, suppose T = Tl )I t 11 T2, where t is the new transition added, and Tl and T2 are subsequences of T. Since T is invalid, T = tl 11 tP (1 . . . 11 t, 11 T' such that N(. . . N(N(I, tl), t2) . . . , Ll) E S and N(. . . N(N(I, tl), t2) . . . , t,) 4 S, where N is the state transition function for the atomic object considered, I is the initial state, and S is the set of possible states. Note that t, must be an observer.5 There are three possibilities:
t, E eZements(Tl), t, = t, or t, E elements(T2). t, E eZements(Tl) is not possible because Tl I( T2 is one of the original possible serialized sequences before t is added, and it should be valid. t, = t is also impossible because the first requirement guarantees that t must have a valid observation with respect to T. Finally, t, E eZements(Tz) is also not possible because the second requirement guarantees that t,, since it is serialized after t, must have a valid observation with respect to T. This leads to a contradiction and proves that our requirements are sufficient.
"Enumerating" All Possible Serialized Sequences Efficiently
Initially it may seem inefficient to have to enumerate all the possible serialized sequences. Fortunately, optimizations are possible. Instead of enumerating all the possible sequences and testing them individually, conditions under which an invalid serialized sequence may exist can be evaluated much more efficiently. For example, the validity of the observation of a withdraw-x-insuf transition, t, depends on the balance. Instead of calculating the balance in each of the possible serialized sequences, we can consider a possible "worst-case" sequence in which the balance observed by t is largest compared to other possible sequences. It happens when all the deposit-y-okay transitions that may be committed and serialized before t eventually do so, and all the withdraw-z-okay transitions that may be aborted or serialized after t also eventually do so. If the observation of t transition is valid with respect to this worst-case sequence (i.e., the worst-case balance is still less than x), then the observation will be valid for all other possible serialized sequences.
Notice that we can ignore nonmutator transitions such as read-balance and withdraw-y-insuf.
Their position relative to t in a sequence does not affect the validity of the latter's observation. Furthermore, we can determine that t's observation is valid without knowing the exact balance. This analysis is useful -in the following two situations. If a withdraw operation is invoked and the largest possible balance it can observe is smaller than the amount it tries to withdraw, an insuf reply can be returned even when there are uncommitted updates. The first requirement for adding a withdraw-insuf transition is satisfied. Conversely, if a deposit operation is invoked, one of the conditions that need to be evaluated before an okay reply can be returned is that the largest possible balance that can be observed by any withdraw-x-insuf transition (that may be serialized after the deposit) is smaller than x. The second requirement for adding a deposit-okay transition is partially satisfied. 6 
Summary o.f Synchronization
In summary, writing type-dependent synchronization code follows a structured pattern. Code should be written to determine whether they exist, and may be serialized after the new transition, and whether their observation may be invalidated by the addition of the new transition.
This process can be followed in any atomic type implementation and be viewed as a guideline for the programmer. We believe that the stylized process will help reduce the complexity of writing concurrent atomic type implementations.
HISTORY OBJECTS
To support the kind of synchronization described above, we describe a history abstraction. It can be used by an atomic object implementation to capture the history of previously processed transitions, their serialization ordering, and the outcomes of the corresponding transactions-all of which in turn determines the set of possible serialized sequences. The abstract value of a history object is one of the directed graphs (T, C, 0) described in Section 3.1. For example, suppose tl, t2, and t3 are the transitions generated by an atomic object. Only tl is committed and the commitment occurs before t2 and t3 are invoked (thus t2 and t3 must be committed even later). Assuming that order of commitment is used as the serialization order, the history object has the . Tony P. Ng value ((tl, t2, t3), (tl], ((tl, t2), (tl, t3))) and can be visualized conceptually as follows:
On the other hand, if timestamp ordering is used as the serialization order and the timestamps Ti's for the transition ti's are arranged in the order of T2 < Tl < T3, then the history object would look like:7 t 2 (uncommitted)
In our implementation, a node in these directed graphs is represented by a transition record, and an atomic object is expected to be associated with a single history object. A transition record is inserted into the history object each time an operation is processed by the atomic object. In order to prevent the history object from growing indefinitely, transition records are also periodically deleted from the history object, after they are committed and their serialization order determined. Operations on history objects are provided to detect transition patterns for synchronization purposes. A transition record contains the name of the operation, the values of the argument(s) and result, and the status of the transaction that invokes the operation (which is either committed, aborted, or unknown). To simplify our examples in Sections 5 and 6, we do not show how these fields are filled in. The reader can assume that when an operation is invoked, a transition record is created and most of the fields are initialized. More updating takes place when the operation returns and when an atomic object is informed of the outcome of a transaction. Primitives are provided to read the fields in a transition record. For example, t.argl returns the first argument of the transition t. We also assume that a distinguished variable, this-transition, is associated with the current transition record when an operation is processed.
In addition to history objects and transition records, we also provide template records for pattern matching with transition records. For example, the template withdraw-okay matches any successful withdraw transitions. Keywords like committed-or uncommitted-can also be added in front to further specify the set of matching transitions.
The following is a list of the operations provided by a history object h. We assume a syntax of "h.operation(arguments)" in invoking these operations, where h is a variable of the type history and has the abstract value (T, C, 0). The only exception is the create procedure below, which is invoked by "history.create( )" and returns an empty history object. /* inserts t into h, which has the new value (T U (t), C, 0'). The value of 0' depends on the serialization protocol (see Section 3.2). We assume that only uncommitted transitions are inserted. */ delete-first = procedure0 returns(transition) signals(none) /* deletes and returns a transition t such that t E C and (t, t') E 0, Vt' # t E T, if such a transition exists. The new value of h is (T -ft 1, C -(t), 0 -((t, t'): t' E T)). Otherwise none is signaled and the value of h is unchanged. */ wait-delete-first = procedure0
/* returns when delete-first can be invoked successfully with a high probability, i.e., a transition will be deleted. /* returns when the condition c becomes true with a high probability. If c is unlikely to ever become true, abort is signaled. The retry procedure can be used by a program to retry an operation that cannot proceed immediately. We explain its use and the syntax and semantics of a retry condition in more detail in Section 7. For now, we assume that retry operations can be invoked only with the condition true, which causes them to return immediately. */ Since transactions may be invoking these operations concurrently, an implementation should make sure that the execution of two operations would not (appear to) overlap. For example, monitors [16] can be used to guarantee mutual exclusion. An implementation should also be deadlock-free. The operation restrict deserves a special note. It returns a history that contains a subset of the transition records in h. By choosing the various combinations of the last two arguments, the caller can determine the transitions that are serialized definitely before, definitely after, potentially before, or potentially after t. In the first two cases, only committed transitions are included. Figure 2 shows some examples using restrict. The figure omits an edge between two transitions if there is a path of edges connecting them. Depending on the serialization protocol being used, the history objects created using history abstraction will have different "shapes" (e.g., linear lists for timestamp-ordering protocols). Naturally, the shape of history objects does not affect the application programmer that uses the history abstraction to build atomic types. The same history abstraction interface is used regardless of the underlying serialization protocol. However, an implementation of the history abstraction can be optimized according to the serialization protocol. In Section 8 we describe an implementation we use to evaluate the performance of our algorithms. In that implementation, the history abstraction is implemented with the assumption that the serialization order is determined by the order of commitment. Instead of maintaining a tree-like data structure, we use two sorted linear lists for each type of transition: one for committed and one for uncommitted transitions of that type. The committed transitions' list is sorted by the order of commitment (i.e., serialization order). The uncommitted transitions' list is soited by the order of invocation. For example, when the operation restrict(t, POTENTIALLY, AFTER) is invoked and t is committed, we simply construct a history with the uncommitted transitions' lists unchanged, and retain the committed transitions that are committed after t only. With history abstraction hiding the internal serialization protocol, many different serialization protocols [2, 4-6, 10, 141 can be used without affecting the application code that uses the history abstraction.8
A SIMPLE EXAMPLE
In this section we present a simple example that follows the synchronization paradigm described in Section 3. It implements the account object. It is not as concurrent as allowed by the semantics. A more complicated version that provides the extra concurrency is described in Section 6. In our example, the account object is programmed as a module with shared data (snapshot, h) accessed by concurrent processes. To synchronize access to these shared data structures, the module is programmed as a monitor. Exclusive access is provided to a process for the duration of an entry procedure. We assume that the application would structure procedures in such a way that the monitor lock would not be held for an excessively long period of time.
Ignoring the clean-up and abort procedures for now, we see that the deposit procedure is simply an infinite loop trying to invoke deposit-helper, which does the "real" work of depositing the money. If the deposit cannot proceed immediately, the signal blocked is raised by deposit-helper. In this program, the deposithelper procedure is invoked again immediately because the condition true is used as the argument of the retry operation. In Section 7 we discuss more complicated retry conditions to avoid busy waiting. Note that deposit-helper is an entry procedure but deposit is not. Thus other account operations are allowed to proceed between two successive invocations of deposit-helper.
The only task performed by the deposit-helper procedure is to determine whether any transitions that may be serialized after this (mutator) transition may have their observation invalidated. There are two kinds of such transitions: read-balance and withdraw-insuf transitions. If either kind of transition exists, the operation has to be retried at some later time. The blocked signal is raised to indicate this. If neither kind of transition exists, the current deposit transition can be inserted to the history object. Since deposit transitions are not observers, we do not have to worry about the validity of any observation of the new deposit transition.
There is a looping process in the background that reduces the size of the history object by deleting transition records from it. It executes concurrently with transactions that invoke the account operations. The transition records are deleted in the global serialization order, but only after they are committed. The deletion of transition records from the history object is harmless as long as we can guarantee that no more transitions that may be serialized before the deleted transitions will be invoked. Consequently, deleted transitions constitute a prefix of any possible serialized sequence and the snapshot value represents the state of the atomic object after this prefix of transitions is merged. Since the validity of any possible serialized sequence can be determined from the snapshot and the remaining transitions in the history object, the deleted transitions will not be needed for synchronization anymore. An exception occurs when transitions that may be serialized before the deleted transitions are invoked. This can happen, for example, in a timestamp-ordering algorithm because transitions with arbitrarily old timestamps can arrive at any time. In order to prevent this from happening, a history implementation that allows such transitions to arrive at an atomic object must prevent them from being invoked. For example, a history implementation that uses timestamp ordering can remember the largest timestamp of the deleted transitions and refuse to create transitions with smaller timestamps.
Occasionally, the background process will be blocked either because it cannot yet determine which transition is serialized before all other transitions or that transition has not committed yet. The former may happen when we use, for example, the order of commitment as the serialization order. A transition t may be committed, but there may be other uncommitted transitions invoked before t is committed. Since these "uncommitted" transitions may have already been committed (at some other nodes) even before t is committed, the background process has to be blocked until the commit time of those transitions is known locally. The background process will be suspended in the wait-delete-first operation until it is highly likely that delete-first will successfully delete a transition.
When a transaction is aborted, the abort procedure will be invoked with the transition(s) of that transaction. Recovery is achieved by simply deleting the transition from the history. 6 . GETTING MORE CONCURRENCY
A More Concurrent Deposit Operation
The implementation above is more concurrent than an implementation that uses read/write locking. For example, a deposit operation can proceed immediately even when there are other uncommitted deposit-okay or withdraw-okay transitions. With read/write locking, each deposit-okay or withdraw-okay transition requires a write lock and blocks other deposit operations from proceeding. ' Since the snapshot variable is logically part of the history object, its content has to be saved along with the history object in stable storage. In Section 3.1 we propose the use of a single lock to guarantee mutual exclusion between the copy to stable storage and operations that update the history object. That lock can be subsumed by the monitor lock described in this section as long as a copy to stable storage and any history operations not enclosed in an entry procedure are enclosed in one. l Tony P. Ng However, the implementation for the deposit operation above is not as concurrent as it could be. In particular, a deposit operation cannot proceed when there are withdraw-insuf transitions serialized after itself. This is to prevent the observation of the withdrawksuf transitions (that the balance is less than what they tried to withdraw) from being invalidated with the new influx of money. This restriction is unnecessary when the amount to be deposited is so small that it will not make a difference to the withdraw-insuf transitions. The following more complicated version of deposit provides this extra concurrency. The only difference between the deposit procedure in this example and the previous one is that we have added a filter bind(short-by-less-than, x). The filter is a procedure (more accurately, a closure) that filters out any withdraw-insuf transitions that are short by more than x dollars under any possible situation.
The existence of such transitions should not prevent the current deposit operation from proceeding because the new deposit would not make a difference to them anyway. In other words, their observation that the balance is less than what they were trying to withdraw is not invalidated by the current deposit operation.
The filter is implemented with the bind procedure, which is merely a linguistic mechanism to create a closure. It binds x to the first argument of the procedure short-by-less-than.
Inside the short-by-less-than procedure, it tests whether a withdraw-insuf transition (t) is short by less than or equal to X. To determine the answer, it finds out the highest possible balance the account may have immediately before executing the withdrawal (t) in all the possible serialized sequences. This is the worst-case sequence we mentioned in Section 3. If that highest possible balance, added to the current deposit, is more than or equal to the amount attempted to be withdrawn (targl), then the withdrawal may be short by less than or equal to x.
To determine the highest possible balance, we take the value of the snapshot, which reflects a subset of the mutator transitions serialized before the withdrawal (those already deleted from the history). Then all the deposit transitions in the history that may commit and may be serialized before the withdrawal have to be added in. Finally, all the withdraw-okay transitions in the history that are definitely committed and serialized before the withdraw-insuf transition can be deducted to give a tighter bound.
A Concurrent Withdraw Operation
The following is a similar implementation of the withdraw operation. We have omitted the code for the withdraw procedure because it is identical to the deposit procedure, except that it invokes withdraw-helper instead of deposit-helper, and any insuf signal raised by withdraw-helper is passed along. end exceed-by-less-than A withdraw operation can either return okay or insuf. The latter can be returned immediately if the highest possible balance that the withdraw operation can observe is less than what it is trying to withdraw. In other words, its observation will be valid regardless of the eventual serialized sequence. Similarly, okay can be returned if the lowest possible balance is at least the amount being withdrawn. In addition, since withdraw-okay is a mutator, it must also make sure that there are not any read-balance or withdraw-okay transitions that may be serialized after itself and have their observation invalidated.
Notice that this withdraw implementation allows much concurrency. A withdraw operation can proceed even when there are uncommitted. deposit or withdraw operations, as long as they do not make any "significant" difference. In a typical account, we can expect this to be a common phenomenon. Withdraw and deposit operations may be executed concurrently, but typically there will be sufficient funds to cover all the withdrawals. If there are not, the later ones will be blocked, as in our example. This is an important optimization, as in many applications that use a counter-like data type (e.g., bank accounts, ticket sale/reservation systems), supporting concurrent "withdrawals" is a crucial requirement. In general, whether the extra concurrency justifies the overhead and complexity has to be determined by the application programmer. The extra concurrency gained can be measured by, for example, estimating the average response time of processing a withdraw operation using the implementation in this section and in a simpler implementation that, say, omits the filtering procedure exceed-by-lessthan. Measuring the overhead is the subject of Section 8.
RETRYING AN OPERATION
When an operation cannot proceed immediately, it should be retried. This is the purpose of the retry operation in the example programs. The actual actions that need to be taken in a retry operation depend on the serialization protocol. In some serialization protocols the offending operation can be blocked until other transitions are committed or aborted. There are also serialization protocols [25] in which the transaction invoking the offending operation has to be either aborted or blocked. For example, in a timestamp-ordering protocol, the serialization order of a set of transactions is fixed by a unique timestamp that each transaction acquires when it begins. Suppose a transition that performs mutation (e.g., deposit) is invoked later than another transition that performs observation (e.g., read-balance). Furthermore, suppose the mutator transition has a smaller timestamp. Because the observing transition has already returned without observing the effects of the mutating transition, the mutating transition cannot be serialized before the observing transition without invalidating the latter's observation. Aborting one of the transitions and then restarting its corresponding transaction with a later timestamp is the only alternative. On the other hand, delaying is the preferable action if the observing transition (with a larger timestamp) is invoked after an uncommitted mutating transition. Our synchronization mechanism should choose the appropriate actions without exposing the underlying serialization protocol.
Why Retry is Difficult to Implement
Implementing the synchronization needed in a retry operation can be difficult. First, it is difficult to determine if and when an operation can be retried. We have described that we may have to decide between aborting and delaying a transaction in a timestamp-ordering serialization protocol. Even when only delaying is needed, we still have to determine when to reschedule an operation. For example, a withdraw operation may be blocked because there are several uncommitted deposit transitions.
There may be sufficient funds to cover the withdrawal after various subsets of those deposits are committed, regardless of what happens to other transitions; or there may be insufficient funds to cover the withdrawal after various subsets of those deposit transitions are aborted. To make things more complicated, there can be concurrent read-balance or withdraw operations, or both. A possible solution to this problem is to require the programmer to specify a Boolean condition with each retry operation. This condition can be used to determine if and when an operation can be retried.
The retry operation is difficult to implement because there are two costs to be traded off against each other. One is the cost of evaluating the conditions described in the previous paragraph. If we allow an arbitrary Boolean expression to be specified with the retry operation [7, 8, 16] , and the system implementation evaluates it every time the state of the object might have been modified to satisfy the Boolean expression, the cost would probably be prohibitive. In our example, it would involve testing the Boolean expression each time the monitor is exited, with many possible "false alarms." Furthermore,
given an arbitrary Boolean expression, it can also be a very difficult-if not impossible-task to require the underlying system implementation to determine if the operation can be retried. A second cost is that of lost concurrency. If we restrict the form of the conditions or evaluate those conditions less frequently, we may lose potential concurrency because an operation was not retried as soon as it could have been.
Some of the solutions that have been suggested in the concurrent programming literature [3] use condition variables. Each operation will explicitly wait and signal appropriate condition variables. However, using condition variables assumes that an operation can be blocked and executed eventually, making it unsuitable for serialization protocols in which this is not always possible.
Primitive and Retry Conditions
As a compromise, we allow specific classes of conditions to be defined in an atomic type implementation.
Each primitive condition has the following syntax?' "h.restrict(this-transition, (flag), (flag)).exists (T,nil) where h is the history object on which the retry operation is invoked, and T is either a template or a transition record variable. The meaning of the primitive condition is the usual meaning attached to the restrict and exists operations. An lo We could have avoided defining special syntax for these primitive conditions. In fact we avoided it in our implementation described in Section 8. However, the special syntax simplifies our description. The retry operation will return when there are no read-balance or withdrawinsuf transitions that may be serialized after the transition currently being invoked. The condition is only guaranteed with a high probability because new transitions could have been processed between the return of the retry operation and the actual retry of the deposit operation.
Events that Cause a Condition to Become Valid
The form of a primitive condition allows the system implementation to determine a set of events (history or transition record operations) that may cause the condition to become valid. For example, suppose a primitive condition p has the form: "h.restrict(this-transition, POTENTIALLY, AFTER). exists (T, nil) and the serialization order is determined by the order of commitment. The condition p becomes valid when all the uncommitted transitions matching the template Tare committed or aborted.
In other serialization protocols, the set of events that may cause p to become valid can be very different. In fact, it can even be empty. For example, if a timestamp-ordering serialization protocol is used, p may become valid only when the transitions that match T and have larger timestamps are all aborted. Since abort events are quite unlikely, a language implementation may treat the set of events as practically null if such transitions exist.
Given the likelihood of a set of events that may cause a primitive condition to become valid, it is a simple matter to determine the possibility that a retry condition may become valid. If that possibility is (practically) nil, the operation should not be retried. The retry operation would terminate immediately with the abort signal. Without any code to handle the signal, the abort signal will cause the invoking transaction to be aborted, which is the typical action chosen in a timestamp-ordering algorithm [25] . If some other alternative action is desired (such as possibly aborting some other transactions), the retry operation can be reprogrammed according to that concurrency control algorithm and return normally.
Testing Primitive and Retry Conditions
Given a retry condition, we can construct a data structure representing it, such as an and-or tree of primitive conditions. If an operation is unable to proceed immediately and the possibility of the retry condition becoming valid is not nil, some of these primitive conditions should be currently invalid.'l The retry operation would cause those primitive conditions to be registered.
Run-time tests can be performed to determine whether a registered primitive condition has become valid. For example, the primitive conditionp in the example above only needs to be tested whenever a transition matching T is committed or aborted. If we happen to keep a list of uncommitted transitions matching T, such a test can be performed very efficiently by testing for a null list.
Another common primitive condition is of the form:
"h.restrict(this-transition, POTENTIAL, BEFORE). exists (uncommitteb_T, nil) Suppose the serialization order is determined by the order of commitment, the validity of this primitive condition can also be tested efficiently by checking whether the list of uncommitted transitions matching T is null. In fact, our implementation shows that any primitive condition with any combination of parameters can be tested efficiently.
When a registered primitive condition becomes valid, we can reschedule the blocked operation if the entire retry condition becomes valid as a result. In order to avoid evaluating the rest of the retry condition whenever one of the primitive conditions becomes valid, we keep a hint of the Boolean values of other primitive conditions in the same retry condition. The initial values of the hints are set up when the operation is blocked. Individual hint values can be updated from false to true when the corresponding primitive condition becomes valid. It is only a hint because the reverse is not done when the primitive condition becomes invalid. Only a hint is used because we want to avoid the overhead of keeping those values up-to-date. Since the retry condition is not guaranteed to be valid when the operation is rescheduled, each blocked operation has to retry froni its beginning. In any case, it is difficult to guarantee any condition unless a blocked operation is rescheduled immediately.
Overhead
The scheme that we describe above provides a choice of trade-offs to the programmer. By using mostly and operators in the construction of a retry condition, a programmer can minimize false alarms at the cost of concurrency. For example, the retry condition for a withdraw operation can be specified as "h.restrict(this-transition, POTENTIALLY, AFTER). exists(read_balance, nil) and "h.restrict(this-transition, POTENTIALLY, AFTER). exists(withdraw, nil) and "h.restrict(this-transition, POTENTIALLY, BEFORE). exists(uncommitted-deposit, nil) and ^h.restrict(this-transition, POTENTIALLY, BEFORE). exists(uncommitted-withdraw, nil)
Concurrency can be improved by replacing the second or the third and operators with or operators, or both. This is because the withdraw operation may be able l Tony P. Ng to proceed even when there are some existing transitions matching the second through fourth clauses of the condition. Another way to improve concurrency is to use a specific transition record variable instead of generic templates in the retry condition. For example, if the withdraw operation is blocked because the observation of another withdraw transition t may be invalidated, we can replace the withdraw template in the second clause with the variable t instead. It is difficult to estimate the potential loss of concurrency because of our restriction on a retry condition. However, our scheme is flexible enough that it can at least reschedule a blocked operation as frequently as in a read/write lock implementation.
By waiting for all the uncommitted mutator transitions to disappear, we can simulate the effect of acquiring a read lock. A write lock can be simulated by waiting for all the uncommitted transitions to disappear. The cost would be slightly higher than using the simple read/write locks if we assume there are several types of uncommitted transitions and each type is stored in a separate list. Furthermore, the frequency of rescheduling can always be increased by using the methods described in this section.
PERFORMANCE EVALUATION
In order to evaluate the performance impact of the mechanisms we propose in this paper, we implemented a prototype history abstraction and an atomic account type using it. The history implementation uses the order of commitment as the serialization order. We also programmed another atomic account implementation that uses two-phase read/write locking. Our goal is to compare the overhead of using a more complicated concurrency control mechanism like ours with that of a simple two-phase locking algorithm. We chose the order of commitment as the serialization order in our history implementation because that is the serialization protocol used by two-phase locking. Consequently, the difference in concurrency, as measured by our experiments, reflects the extra concurrency gained by using the history mechanism, and not by using a different serialization protocol.
The experiments ran on a lightly loaded SUN 3/50 workstation.
In these experiments we measured the time needed to perform an account operation (e.g., withdraw) and then to commit it. All the timing figures are calculated by performing the operation (and commit) serially 10,000 times on five different runs, adding the five execution times and dividing by 50,000. The timing figures do not include any of the following: -Cost of providing different threads of control for concurrent operation invocations. In some distributed implementations the atomic type may decide to start a new process for each operation invoked. This may be advantageous if an operation lasts long enough to merit the cost of synchronizing concurrent operations and there is potential parallelism among the concurrent operations.
-Cost of using stable memory to commit an operation.
We have not included these costs because the goal of our experiments is to compare the overhead of concurrency control. We believe that these costs will be ' Assumes that the committed deposits are large enough to cover all withdrawals. b Assumes that the committed deposits are not large enough to cover all withdrawals, but they will be if some of the existing uncommitted withdraw-okay transitions are aborted.
comparable, if not identical, regardless of the concurrency control mechanism used.l' In Tables I-IV we show the time required to perform an atomic account type operation using our history mechanism. The time required depends on the transition being processed. Since there are four types of transitions in our atomic account type: deposit-okay, withdraw-okay, withdraw-insuf, and read-balance, their costs are recorded in Tables I-IV, respectively. The timing figures in the tables include committing the operation (albeit without using stable memory).
In. some cases the time required to process a transition also depends on the number and type of other uncommitted transitions that have been processed by the account object. This dependency is captured by the two dimensions of our tables. For example, as indicated in Table I , the time to perform a deposit operation depends on the number of uncommitted withdraw-insuf transitions in the (") case. This is because, for each of the transitions, we have to make sure that its observation (that the balance is less than what it tried to withdraw) is still valid after performing the deposit operation. Consequently, the execution time of deposit increases approximately linearly with the number of uncommitted '* Excluding these costs implies that all the timing figures in our tables are probably lower than in a more realistic implementation.
However, the reader should note that those figures are the costs to execute an entire operation. Since the concurrency control overhead remains the same in a more realistic implementation, its percentage overhead will actually become lower. In some other cases the presence of other uncommitted transitions causes the incoming transition to block. In such cases the timing figures in our tables reflect the time to perform the operation, block it, unblock it, retry, and finally commit it. We have included an indeterminate variable b to indicate that there can be a variable length of time b between blocking and unblocking, which is determined by the length of time the existing uncommitted transitions take to commit or abort. For example, Table I indicates that a deposit operation is blocked by uncommitted read-balance transitions. The overhead of such blocking, in addition to the blocking time b, is approximately 0.24ms (1.08ms -0.84ms). 13 The value of b obviously depends on the application. In particular, it is influenced by the length of transactions, because unblocking occurs only when the uncommitted transitions are committed or aborted. For example, if a transaction lasts a few seconds, it may cause other transactions to be blocked up to a few seconds if it accesses a shared object in the beginning of its execution.
Table I also shows that a deposit operation is never blocked by other uncommitted deposit or withdraw-okay transitions. There is a small overhead when those transitions are present (0.18ms = 1.02ms -0.84ms, when there are other uncommitted deposit transitions). The overhead does not increase with the number of those transitions.
It exists because our implementation tries to merge the effects of the deposit operation into the snapshot variable when it is committed, without first being inserted into the history object. The presence of i3 The actual overhead of blocking will be higher if context switching is needed. those transitions causes this merging to fail. Consequently, the extra step of inserting the deposit transition into the history object is needed. Merging is possible when those other uncommitted transitions are finally committed or aborted.
For simplicity's sake, our tables do not show the timing figures for the cases in which there are multiple types of uncommitted transitions. Inferring from the structure of our program, the total overhead caused by having multiple types of uncommitted transitions is, in general, less than the sum of the overhead caused by each type of uncommitted transitions. There is one exception in our implementation: when a deposit operation is invoked and there are a mixture of other uncommitted deposit and withdraw-insuf transitions. Each of the uncommitted withdraw-insuf transitions has to be examined to make sure that its observation (that there is less than a certain amount of money in the account) is not invalidated, and in doing so, each of the uncommitted deposit transitions has to be read to compute the highest possible balance. Thus the total overhead increases approximately with the product of the number of these types of transitions. When only uncommitted deposit transitions are present, the overhead remains constant.
In Tables V and VI we show the performance of an atomic account implementation that uses two-phase read/write locks. Since the time to process withdrawokay transitions is the same as that of deposit-okay transitions, we show their costs in Table V . Similarly, the costs of read-balance and withdraw-insuf transitions are the same and shown in Table VI.
Observations
Several observations can be drawn from the tables above: -The overhead of using the history mechanism is small when comparing the cases in which both implementations have the same behavior (both blocked or both not blocked). In general, this overhead depends on the application. In the case of the atomic account type, the overhead ranges from 0.23 to 0.61ms if we ignore the (b) cases. For example, when there are uncommitted read-balance transitions, a deposit operation is blocked in both implementations. The difference in cost is (b + 1.08ms) -(b + 0.85ms) = 0.23ms. When there are no uncommitted transitions, both implementations allow a withdraw-insuf transition to be processed immediately.
The difference in cost is 0.91ms -0.30ms = 0.61ms. The overhead in the (b) cases is larger, and it increases with the number of uncommitted transitions. The larger overhead can be attributed to using a more complicated retry condition. However, we believe that those cases occur infrequently in a typical account because withdraw-insuf transitions are generally rare and there is usually money to cover all concurrent withdrawals.
Ignoring the (b) cases, we believe that the overhead of using history objects will constitute a small percentage when we take into account the cost of accessing stable storage (not included in our total execution times). In [13] Gawlick described an IMS/VS Fast Path system being able to sustain a transaction rate of 180 withdraw/deposit transactions per second, which translates to 5.56ms per transaction. Ignoring a possible difference in machine .
Tony P. Ng speeds, our overhead figures imply a 4-11 percent overhead. The actual percentage is likely to be lower because the machine used in [13] is likely to be faster than our SUN-3. -There are many cases in which blocking is unnecessary when the history mechanism is used but necessary with read/write locking. The overhead of blocking (and unblocking) is on the same order as the overhead of using the history mechanism, not to mention the potentially much longer blocking time b.
-If the cost of using the history mechanism increases with the number of uncommitted transitions in the history, it increases linearly at the rate of O.Ol-O.lOms per transition. For example, see the (") case in Table I. A possible way to reduce the overhead of using the history mechanism is to include read/write locks as a form of preliminary check. Each operation that can proceed immediately, in addition to inserting into the history object, would also acquire a read/write lock. (Note that since multiple uncommitted mutator transitions are allowed to proceed concurrently, there may be multiple transactions holding write locks simultaneously.)
The locks will be released when the transaction commits or aborts. Each operation invoked would check whether there are conflicting locks held by other transactions. If there are, it would follow the usual procedure to examine the history object to determine whether it can proceed immediately. If there are not, it can proceed immediately without examining the history object. This algorithm is almost uniformly better than using simple twophase read/write locks. When there are no conflicting locks, the overhead of this algorithm is merely the cost of inserting a transition into the history object. When there are conflicting locks, it can potentially avoid expensive blocking at the smaller cost of examining the history object. The full cost of accessing the history object is incurred only when the operation is blocked even after examining the history object.
Lessons Learned
Several things have been learned through our implementation experience. First, just like using any other programming abstraction, the application programmer should be careful about the overhead of using the history abstraction. Sometimes the overhead can increase more than linearly with the number of relevant transitions. For example, the code in a withdraw operation needs to examine other withdraw-okay transitions to make sure that their observation is not invalidated. Only those withdraw-okay transitions that may be serialized after the incoming withdraw transition have to examined. Since the serialization order is determined by the order of commitment, that means only uncommitted withdraw-okay transitions have to be examined. However, for each of those transitions, we have to calculate the lowest possible balance observed, which again depends on the number of uncommitted transitions. Consequently, the execution time of the withdraw operation goes up quadratically with the number of previously invoked uncommitted withdraw transitions. To avoid this unpleasant relationship, we optimized our code by the following observation. A lower bound for the minimum balances observed by any transition can be calculated in linear time by subtracting all potential withdrawals from the committed balance. If this lower bound is not smaller than the amount to be withdrawn by the incoming operation, none of the withdraw transitions have an invalid observation. The figures in Table II reflect this optimization. Similarly, the cost of using the retry operation can be significant if a complex retry condition is used. For example, the (") cases in Tables II and III involve the use of a retry condition that has three primitive conditions connected with two or Boolean operators. The time required to block, unblock, and retry the operation is typically more than 2ms. This is considerably larger than the cost of an equivalent, but unblocked, operation (084ms). Granted that some of the overhead is due to the actual retry, the complexity of the retry condition leads to more expensive blocking and unblocking. On the other hand, a simple retry condition (with one primitive condition) is used for the case of a deposit operation blocked by read-balance operations. The cost for a blocked deposit operation is l.O8ms, which is only 0.24ms more than an unblocked deposit operation.
Finally, we have extended the interface of the history abstraction to reduce the overhead of using the abstraction. In particular, we have combined the operations restrict and exists into a single operation to eliminate the cost of generating temporary history objects. A similar optimization is done for restrict and match.
Application to Other Atomic Types
Although we cannot generalize our conclusions to other atomic types easily, we believe that the conclusions for other types would be similar. A large number of abstract types in applications involve some,form of counter,l* thus, utilizing their ' Tony P. Ng semantics to increase concurrency with our history mechanism would probably require approximately the same amount of overhead. A large number of applications also involve some form of table type indexed by unique keys.15 Our history mechanism can be used to increase concurrency in those types. Suppose an operation that involves a certain key value(s) is invoked. Whether it can proceed immediately can be determined by searching for transitions that involve overlapping key values. Since we expect the numbers of transitions in a history object to be small, our data in the account object example indicates that the search would not be expensive.
Finally, many applications use a list type, with elements in the list ordered with various criteria. 16 Implementations of different kinds of queues using our history mechanism can be found in [23] . Judging from the complexity of the code, the overhead of using the history mechanism should be comparable to the data here.
RELATED WORK
In [13, 24 , 261 the authors describe mechanisms similar to ours that can be used to implement highly concurrent numeric atomic types. Our work represents an extension to theirs in the following ways:
(1) Nonnumeric atomic types can be implemented using our history mechanism. (2) Since our goal is to provide a mechanism to program general atomic types, we have described a methodology that the programmer can follow to arrive at the appropriate type-dependent synchronization code.
The algorithm in [13] is also more optimistic than those in [24, 261 and ours in that all operations are allowed to proceed and that checking for invalid observation is done at commit time. Consequently, some transactions may have to be restarted from the beginning. In [21] , Montgomery describes apolyvalue mechanism to handle cases in which the value of an object may depend on the unknown outcome of a transaction. A polyvalue contains all the possible values of the object under all the possible combinations of transaction outcomes. (Although the paper does not mention this point, the list of possible values should be expanded to include possibly different values due to different possible serialization orders, if the eventual serialization order is not known.) A new operation invoked on the object has to compute a potentially different result based on each of the possible values. The polyvalue mechanism has the advantage that it can be made transparent to the applications. The disadvantage is that the size of, and the effort to use, a polyvalue can grow exponentially with the number of uncommitted transactions. Consequently, the polyvalue mechanism may be suitable in a system in which polyvalues are created only when the fate of the transactions are unknown because of some failures, rather than because the transactions have not completed. The former is arguably a rare event, whereas the latter can be a much more frequent event, especially in the case of popular objects. In fact, the polyvalue mechanism is motivated by the possibility of failures during commit processing.
I5 For example, a relational database or a name server like Grapevine [9] . I6 For example, a FIFO queue or a "list" that behaves like a multiset. In [28, 311 a logical lock concurrency control mechanism is described. An object can have as many lock types as there are operations. Some lock types do not conflict even though the corresponding operations update the value of the object. For example, two deposit locks do not conflict. The work required from the application programmer is the specification of the lock compatibility matrix. Logical locks fail to take advantage of the fact that whether a pair of locks conflict also depends on the state of the object. For example, two withdraw locks should not conflict with each other if there is sufficient money in the account to cover both withdrawals. Lacking this state information, two withdraw locks are always declared to be conflicting and concurrency is lost.
In addition to the logical locks described above, Weihl also described an explicit approach to program atomic types in his thesis [31] . The state of an atomic object is guarded by a monitor like those we use in our examples to provide shortterm synchronization.
When determining whether an operation can proceed immediately, the application has to determine whether atomicity is violated by examining the state of the atomic object. A transaction can explicitly block itself. Primitives are provided for the programmer to specify actions that should be taken when a transaction that accessed an atomic object has committed or aborted, such as unblocking other transactions, deallocating unneeded storage, or updating the state of the atomic object.
Weihl's work is different from ours in several ways. First, the serialization protocol (order of commitment) is exposed to the application instead of hidden through a history object. The history abstraction also allows us to hide other complexities. For example, we can extend our system to a nested transaction system [22, 25] easily by extending the implementation of our history abstraction. The serialization ordering used in history objects can be extended in the obvious way for transactions that belong to the same transaction tree. Consequently, the application code in our examples would still work for a nested transaction system without any modification. Second, we describe a more stylized process to implement atomic types than the collection of primitives described in [31] . We believe that programming an atomic type is easier by following this stylized process, which includes a way to argue about the correctness of our implementations. Detlefs et al. described using type inheritance to implement synchronization and recovery properties of atomic objects [ll] . Their approach is similar to that of [31] . Furthermore, they support a transaction-id type that provides operations to determine whether a transaction is serialized before another. This is similar to our restrict operation with the parameters DEFINITELY and BEFORE. The paper implies that a concurrency control algorithm other than two-phase locking can be used. However, the extensive example in the paper uses a lock compatibility matrix, making it unclear how other concurrency control algorithms can be substituted.
CONCLUSION
In this paper we have described an approach of implementing atomicity that has three characteristics. First, it utilizes the semantics of an application to improve concurrency. Second, it helps reduce the complexity of type-dependent synchronization code by analyzing the process of writing it. Third, our approach hides ACM Transactions on Computer Systems, Vol. 7, No. 4, November 1989. l Tony P. Ng the actual serialization protocol used to arrive at a global serialization order. As a result, different serialization protocols can be used without affecting the applications.
Using our approach, each application will be able to control its own concurrency by designing its semantics appropriately.
With better facilities to harness the concurrency inherent in the semantics of an application, it becomes more feasible to construct large systems with many cooperating applications.
